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INTERVIEW WITH OUR PAST LP
MANAGER: DANIEL ALEGRE
During the semester, Antonio Gonzalez D’Orazio,
our Spanish and French Language Partner, had
the opportunity to meet and interview Daniel
Alegre. Daniel was CLIC's past Language Partner
Manager. In the interview, they discussed Daniel's
experiences after graduating from Bentley and
how languages have helped him excel in the
business world.

How long did you work at CLIC for? In what ways did CLIC change during your
time at Bentley?
Daniel: I started working at CLIC in the second semester of my freshman year and
I worked there until I finished my MBA, therefore I worked at CLIC for a total of 3
and a half years. CLIC changed a lot during my time there. When I first joined
CLIC, Professor Lee was in charge of the center, and we had a very different
mindset back then. The mindset in the past was simpler: we just held one event a
semester and purely focused on the language-tutoring aspect of the job. Then, in
the second semester of my sophomore year Professor Dalsant came in and she
kind of transformed the whole image of CLIC in a positive way by setting up task
forces. Now CLIC was not just about tutoring sessions, but instead about
immersing people in culture, providing more resources for students as they try to
learn a language and hosting more cultural events.
How has your life been since you graduated? What are you doing now and
where are you living?
Daniel: I am actually living in the Boston area still. My job is doing taxes! I do tax
law research and a little of tax accounting too which is something I am really
enjoying at the moment. Life has been pretty busy since we just experienced a
very tax heavy season. I worked 80-hour weeks for a good two and a half months,
but honestly if anybody wants to do taxes, I’d definitely recommend it as a good
career option.
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In what ways have foreign languages
been a part of your career? Do you
usually use French and Spanish in the
workplace? Was speaking these
languages factors in getting you hired in
your position?
Daniel: I would not say that knowing
both French and Spanish were a big
factor in getting me hired for this
position, but it is definitely an addition
because my focus on my career revolves
around international tax. For example,
the other day I had a tax return come in
that was in French. I could translate
everything on the tax return as I tried to
figure out what the taxable income was.
With regards to Spanish, I have had to
work a few times with Latino and Spanish
speaking individuals and companies and
in those occasions I could use my Spanish
to translate everything on documents
and reports with the rest of my team at
the workplace. They would normally use
Google Translate without me but since I
am there I can provide them with my
understanding of the Spanish and French
languages to make operations more
efficient.

What are your goals and plans for the
future? In what ways will languages form a
part of this future?
Daniel: I am really enjoying my time at the
company I am at, so I a want to grow within
the company and continue to develop my
skills in tax. I am thinking about going back
to school at some point in the future for a
master’s degree in accounting focused in
tax. For now I just want to settle down and
develop my tax skillset. In terms of the ways
I will use languages for this future is with
regards to international finance. I think that
a place in the tax community that is lacking a
lot is with regards to international finance
and I believe that there can be better service
provided for these international institutions
and clients by being able to speak their
language and be better able to communicate
and understand them. For example, in my
international team we have clients from
Spain, Mexico, and Latin American countries
and I feel tax firms would be better able to
provide services if they were able to really
understand their language, culture, and their
ways of thinking with regards to specific
topics.
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What do you miss the most about working at
CLIC? What is the biggest lesson that your
learned during your time at CLIC?

Daniel: What I miss the most about CLIC is
honestly the people. I think the team is great
and I enjoyed all of the friendships and bonds
I was able to form there. I also miss the
students a lot. I always felt happy when I
logged into the computer and realized I had
appointments with students I recognized and
with students that were coming in for the
first time. It always felt great when a student
booked an appointment with you and
continued sticking with you for the entirety
of the semester because you think, “Hey
maybe I did a decent job in forming a bond
with them.” Most of my lessons at CLIC came
from the time I got promoted to Language
Manager position because I learned a lot of
leadership and work ethic skills throughout
that time because that job takes up a lot of
your time. I feel that I would not have been
prepared for the long hours at my current job
without having my prior experiences at CLIC.

What message do you have for students
who seek to learn a language?
Daniel: I would say to do your best to not
just attend classes and go to CLIC to have
tutoring sessions, but to also do your best
to immerse yourself into the language.
Find something about the language you
are interested in and about its culture
that absolutely fascinates you. For
example, you can take interest in the
national sport of a country and dive into
it and explore it. Do not limit yourself to
only speaking the language inside of a
classroom, but instead look for people on
campus who know the language and
practice with them. If you are learning
French look for a French speaking person
on campus and do not let them speak
English to you so that you have more
time to practice with them and you feel
more comfortable with the language.
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EVENT THROWBACK: CULTURE
FEST DANCE CLASS
CLIC hosted a beginner-level bachata class for Bentley’s student body
on November 8th. The class was taught by CLIC Language Partner Sofia
Silberwasser. The event had a great turnout rate and was one of the
most successful ones for the semester. The event was both fun and
educational, serving as an example of Latin-American culture,
specifically the music showcased by Romeo Santos and Manuel Turizo
that we’ve introduced to students through our CLIC talks.
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RECIPE: RED
BRAISED PORK
BELLY
INGREDIENTS

PROCEDURE
1. Slice pork belly into the size of one bite. Place pork into a small pot with water.

Pork Belly

Add some yellow wine to get rid of the gamey smell of meat. Turn on the heat

4 tablespoons of

and keep heating the pork for 5 minutes after the water boils. Remove the

Soy sauce

with drinkable water and drain it.

2 tablespoons of

impurities that float to the surface during it. Pure the water out. Wash the pork
2. Heat a pan with low fire. DO NOT ADD ANY OIL if you are using a non-stick pan.
Use the kitchen tissue to absorb water left on the surface of pork. Add pork to

Rice Wine Vinegar

the pan. Fry pork until the surface of it turns a little brown. You should be able to

2 tablespoons of

produce a lot of oil from the pork while frying. Pour the oil out and save it in a

Chinese yellow

clean container for future use.
3. Add soy sauce and rice wine vinegar into the pot. Add boiled water into the pan

Wine

until the water surface just submerges the pork. Use medium fire to keep boiling

Boiled Water

is evaporated. Stir the water to facilitate honey to dissolve. Keep heating the

2 teaspoons of Raw

pork for another 10 minutes or until 90% of water is evaporated.

Honey

the pork for 20 to 30 minutes. Add raw honey to the pan when half of the water

P.S.
1. 1. Don’t heat the pan for too long before adding the pork because one side of the
pork will get burned very quickly. Instead, we want to fried pork slowly and force
the oil out.
2. 2. Adjust the amount of sauce added to the pan according to your own
preference of flavor. Some people might find the pork too salty by following the
recipe
3. 3. Be flexible on the time you need to boil the pork in pan. Keep an eye on it. The
liquid surface level is an important indicator of when you should add honey and
stop heating.
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NATIONAL SPORTS AROUND THE
WORLD

There are 193 existing countries around
the world. Amidst these many have
taken affinity to a sport to such extent
that they’ve become a symbol of
nationalism for said countries. Sports
that either originate or have developed
massively

across

these

countries

cultures and now clearly represent
them. In this short piece, I’ll be going
over some countries, and their national
sports.
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PATO: ARGENTINA
A sport created in the heart of
Argentina, it combines elements of
polo and basketball. The goal of the
game is to throw a ball through a
vertically positioned ring. Two teams,
composed usually of four members on
horse-back, fight over possession to
achieve this objective. Its namesake
Pato is the Spanish-word for duck, a
reference to the fact that when the
game was originally created a duck
was used instead of a ball.
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SLOOP SAILING: BAHAMAS
Much like the name states, the
sport deals with sailing with a
slope

boat.

These

boats

compete to see who finishes
first. Every year, the Bahamas
host

a

tournament

were

people from all over the world
can compete in a series of
sailing races. These are known
as regattas.
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KABADDI: BANGLADESH
A contact sport originating in the
ancient Indian subcontinent. Two
teams of seven each send a “raider”
into the other team’s half who has
to tag opposing members for as long
as he holds his breath. If a player of
the other team is tagged, they must
capture the raider before he returns
to his side. If the player inhales
before returning to their side, they
or is tagged, they gain no points. It
became

the

national

sport

of

Bangladesh in 1972.
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CRICKET: AUSTRALIA,
ANTIGUA, BARBADOS AND
MORE
As you can see, a myriad of countries
considers Cricket their national sport.
Cricket

is

a

sport

that

combines

baseball and bowling in one sport. Two
teams of eleven alternate between
batting and bowling. The goal of the
former is to score as many runs as
possible while the latter team attempts
to prevent these runs. It is most
prominent in Australia, as their Cricket
is considered top-notch. However, its
influence has spread throughout the
Caribbean region as well becoming the
national sport of many countries.
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ICE HOCKEY AND
LACROSSE: CANADA
In the Winter, Canadians play
Ice

Hockey,

while

in

the

Summer, they play Lacrosse.
Both games consist of using
sticks

to

shoot

into

goals.

Hockey, however, is played on
ice and utilizes a rubber puck,
while lacrosse doesn’t. Overall,
Hockey has a greater popularity
due to Canada’s long winters.
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BASEBALL: CUBA,
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, USA
Baseball is incredibly popular in
the Dominican Republic, the U.S
and Cuba. Although American
Football

and

incredibly

big

Basketball
in

the

are
U.S,

Baseball remains their official
sport, with many Cubans and
Dominicans

playing

in

their

league, Major League Baseball
(MLB).

Many

children

of

Baseball and Cuba are raised
playing baseball in barrios.
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PING PONG: CHINA
A game in which two players hit
a ball across a table, points are
scored when one of the players
fails to hit the ball back, or if they
fail to hit it over the net. While it
isn’t declared as the national
sport, its popularity in China is so
big it’s basically considered a
national sport. In the United
States and across the world,
Chinese ping pong players are
treated as star athletes.
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STUDENT WORK: UN
MENU FRANCAIS
In French 101, Professor Astourian asked her students to create a
restaurant with a "menu fixe" with food and drink options. Below is
Jamilya Tuleutayeva's menu fixe for her restaurant "Chez Falcon":
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INTERVIEW WITH
INTERNATIONAL FRESHMAN
During the semester, Jesus Bautista, our Spanish
Language Partner, had the opportunity to meet
and interview Gabriel Ferrera. Gabriel is currently
an international freshman at Bentley from the
Dominican Republic. In the interview, they
discussed Gabriel's experiences as a freshman at
Bentley while being far from home.

Tell us about yourself? Where are you from, what’s your major, what’s your name?
Gabriel: I’m Gabriel Ferrera, from the Dominican Republic, and I’m, for now, considering
declaring my major in Accountancy.
Why’d you choose Bentley?
Gabriel: I chose Bentley mainly for the opportunities in internships, and Bentley University is
one of the top institutions to major in Accountancy.
What have been the best things you’ve experienced during your first semester? What are
some things you’re still getting used to?
Gabriel: During my first week, I really enjoyed the different events and how Bentley
welcomes all first years in their activities. And as an international student, I did enjoy the
Latino events to meet new friends from all different countries. One thing that I’m still getting
used to is the homesickness from my country, and I miss absolutely all my friends, and I can't
wait to see them again this Christmas.
What advice would you give incoming freshmen?
Gabriel: Do not take it too seriously, we are literally all in the same boat. I know the first
weeks are going to be extremely difficult, but I promise it gets better.
What surprised you the most about Bentley?
Gabriel: The library is the most amazing study place you could ever go to, especially given the
study rooms where you and your friends can do assignments together. I also love how Einstein
is better than Dunkin’s and Starbucks.
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EVENT THROWBACK:
CALLIGRAPHY
On November 11th, the last day of Cultural Fest, CLIC,
collaborated with Chinese Professor Fei Yu, hosted a paper
cutting and Calligraphy event outside the center. All guests were
welcomed to explore the beauty of the two oldest Chinese folk
arts. With more than 20 participants ranging from elementary
school kids to campus faculties, the event was concluded with
joy, memorable experiences, and beautiful paper cutting art piece
made by all student and faculty participants.
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RESTAURANT
RECOMMENDATIONS
BY KEVIN ZHOU

Our food editor, Kevin Zhou, Chinese LP has compiled a list of
restaurants in the Waltham and Boston Area. These restaurants
have been curated and tried by our food editor. The following
restaurants form part of Asian cuisine and are "Kevin-approved"
therefore he definitely recommends everyone who is interested to
visit these places to have a great culinary experience.
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SPRING SHABU SHABU
LOCATION:304 WESTERN AVE

General Review:
Spring Shabu-Shabu opens at 5 PM every day and also opens
from 11:30 AM to 3 PM on weekends. Shabu Shabu is a hotpot
experience where you pick your broth, order meat or fish or
seafood, and queue up to select from an unbelievable
assortment of fresh veggies and fresh noodles to make your pot
your own. Experiment with dipping sauces to find your perfect
mix, and have some beer to cool you down. Expect a wait at
dinner time, so try early bird arrival like me and gorge yourself
on a fully vegan meal, or don't and enjoy the lovely assortment
of meats.
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HOKKAIDO RAMEN SANTOUKA
LOCATION:HARVARD SQUARE, 1 BOW ST.

General Review:
If you like to eat ramen, you should not miss SANTOUKA. Even if you don’t
eat ramen often, SANTOUKA is still a fantastic place worth visiting. The
store is small but very clean and well-decorated, creating a good mix of
Japanese culture and modern architecture. Specializing in world-class ramen
experience, SANTOUKA is one of the most popular restaurants in Harvard
Square. Therefore, if you plan to go, arrive early; otherwise, you might need
to prepare for an-hour long waiting time.
Four distinctive pork broths are served – Shio, Shoyu, Miso, and Spicy miso.
The store also gives options for a bowl with extra roasted pork (char siu) or
topping on a separate plate. The store is not big but very neat, providing a
cozy and modern environment for eating. Besides Ramen, SANTOUKA also
offers various sides and desserts such as Gyoza, Takoyaki, and jellies.
Personally, my favorite flavor is Shoyu.
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HONG KONG EATERY
LOCATION:79 HARRISON AVE

General Review:
Hong Kong Eatery is one of the few places that I would visit every time I travel to
Chinatown. It is always busy and full of customers. However, if you are a fan of
Hong Kong cuisine, don’t miss it. Even though there will be lines, they always
prepare ingredients in advance, so you can get your food within 10 minutes. The
store has several tables and seats for eating, but most people choose to pick up
and go. The store has a small but clean space. Hong Kong Eatery offers a variety
of food, such as rice plates, porridge, noodles, appetizers, BBQs, sides, and
desserts. The BBQs are the essence of the store as it follows the most authentic
Hong Kong recipe and gives a strong savory taste. BBQ Pork and duck are the
most popular choices.
I would recommend a triple meat rice plate with a combination of BBQ pork,
roasted crispy pork, and duck. The crispy pork and duck will bring a salty and
savory flavor to the rice, but the sweetness of BBQ pork brings the whole
experience to the next level. The only drawback of the dish is that there are few
vegetables on the rice plate. If you emphasize a balanced diet, add some greens
on your own.
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STUDENT WORK: SELFIDENTITY POEM
In Italian 305, Professoressa Dalsant asked her students to create a
poem about themselves and their identity. Below is Carli Van
Haute's poem:
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INTERVIEW WITH
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESSMAN
During the semester, Antonio Gonzalez D'Orazio,
our Spanish & French Language Partner, had the
opportunity to meet and interview Luis Florez.
Mr. Florez is currently working at Sanofi. In the
interview, they discussed Mr. Florez' experiences
as an international businessman working at a
large multinational company.

Hello Mr. Florez, can you tell us a little bit about yourself and your background?
Mr. Florez: Yes sure! Thank you for the time and the opportunity for this interview Antonio. My name is Luis
Florez and I am originally from Venezuela. I have a dual degree in industrial engineering and a Master’s degree
in management. My experience in my career has been basically in finance and supply chain management.
Currently I am working for a big pharmaceutical company which is based in France with offices all around the
world and I work in the global team doing inventory management.
Where do you currently work and what is a day to day like at your company?
Mr. Florez: I currently work in Sanofi, a French corporation dedicated to the manufacturing, supply
distribution and commercialization of pharmaceutical drug products. The headquarters of the company are in
Paris and we also have offices in Boston, Barcelona, Canada, and many other parts around the globe. A day to
day at Sanofi for me involves a lot of decision making around strategies of operating working capital, deep
dive analyses, and reconciliations around the inventory value that we have for our key products in the main
GBUs of Sanofi.
Why did you decide to work at Sanofi?
Mr. Florez: For me I would say it was not only a decision, but mostly a series of events that led me to land a
position at this company. At the beginning of my career I was working at a consumer goods company and
while I was working for this company an opportunity arose within the pharma industry. It was a very
interesting opportunity because I felt that by taking this position and by being a part of this industry I would
be able to help make a real difference in people's lives in terms of saving lives, taking care of people’s health
and making a difference in the world. The opportunity at Sanofi came along because one head hunter found
my profile on LinkedIn and he found it very appealing for a position within Sanofi. There was an opportunity at
Sanofi at the moment and he offered me to go to the interview process and the rest is history. I felt attracted
to this position because when one works in a corporation one has the opportunity to be exposed to people
with different backgrounds from all over the world. For example, one day you could be interacting with people
from Europe and another with people from South America and Asia.
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Have you experienced any sort of cultural clashes throughout the course of your
professional career?
Mr. Florez: Absolutely! I have lived in four different countries. Originally I was born in
South America, therefore I have a lot of influence in terms of my upbringing and values
from back home. I have also lived in North America in Canada, which is my current
country of residence and have also lived in France. It is interesting how your values,
mindset and ways of thinking get tested when you are exposed to different cultures
because you are exposed to different ways of thinking, approaches to day to day lives,
and work environments.
How many languages can you speak? How have they helped you become a better
professional?
Mr. Florez: I speak three languages: Spanish, English and French. They have been 100%
super helpful for me in terms of career growth and opportunities because when you
demonstrate that you are able to speak different languages you are 1.) intuitively
showing people that you are a smart individual; this is something that people are
looking for in terms of skillsets for job opportunities and 2.) when you try to learn a
second language you are demonstrating an interest in their culture and this is
something that the people in the foreign country in which you are really appreciate and
will help you integrate into that culture in an easier and smoother way.
What advice would you give to students who are interested in working in
multinational companies?
Mr. Florez: Working for multinational companies is super exciting, so do not be afraid of
jumping on this boat. Learning different languages is for sure going to help you. This
multicultural understanding will help you build a lot of collaboration skills which are
really important in multinational corporations. I definitely recommend that you learn
another language and get on board in learning about different cultures and ways of
thinking because this is an important trait that big companies are looking for.
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RECIPE: ARROZ CON
MAIZ
INGREDIENTS
1.5 tablespoons
vegetable oil or
butter
1 teaspoons salt
2 cups water
1.5 cups long-grain,
white rice, rinsed
0.5 can ( 15 oz.)
sweet corn, drained
1 tablespoons green
onions, chopped

PROCEDURE
1. Heat the measured amounts of oil, salt and water on a large iron-pot over
medium-high temperature.
2. When the mixture starts to boil, add the rice and stir every so often so that it
doesn’t stick to the bottom of the pot.
3. Once the water evaporates completely, add your canned corn, once more stir so
that it mixes well. If you’d like to use any other extra toppings now would be the
time. Afterwards, lower the heat to low, cover the pot and let it sit for 25
minutes.
4. After the 25 minutes, continue to stir the rice with care, then cover it for five
minutes more.
5. Finally add on your green onion and stir once more.
6. Serve with whatever other dish you’d like, usually it’s accompanied by some sort
of meat. Enjoy!

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OTHER NOTES
1. Feel free to add in other veggies like carrots or peas! You can also add other
ingredients. (Personally, I recommend bacon)
2. The ingredient amounts are based on three servings, so feel free to adjust
depending on the amount of servings you want.

NUTRITION
Calories: 398kcal | Carbohydrates: 74g | Protein: 7g | Fat: 8g | Saturated Fat: 6g |
Sodium: 788mg| Potassium: 106mg | Fiber: 1g | Sugar: 1g | Calcium: 31mg | Iron: 1mg
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STUDENT WORK: POESIA
IN INGLESE, SPAGNOLO E
ITALIANO
In Italian 101, Professoressa Dalsant asked her students to create a
poem about themselves. Below is Matilde Ronchi's poem titled,
"Who am I?"
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E-SPORTS: LEAGUE
OF LEGENDS
League of Legends (LOL) ended its 12th world championship on November 5th. This year, we had
24 teams in total with four from China, four from South Korea, four from Europe, three from North
America, two from Southeast Asian region, two from Vietnam, and one each from Brazil, Japn,
Latin America, Oceania, and Turkey. After 38 days of intensive competition, Kingzong DragonX
(DRX) from South Korea emerged victories from the 24 teams. T1 from South Korea played against
DRX in final in the form of best of five (Bo5), wining two out of the five games.

Jin Heok-gyu (ID: Deft), who used to play for EDG in
China, has set a new record for the oldest member of
the global Championship team at the age of 26.
Displacing from teams to teams and stopping at
quarterfinals from time to time, DRX deft finally won
his first title in the 10th year of his career, while T1
Faker missed out on his Quadruple.
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DRX's journey to this global tournament is destined to go down in League of
Legends history, becoming the first team to win the championship starting all
the way from the play-in round and standing out from the group stage with 15
other seed teams that skipped play-in. They came to the Worlds as underdogs.
Going to the putative Group of death, Group C, to face a very strong looking
TES and the European first seed RGE, they did not fall, advanced to the last
eight. DRX played last year's champion EDG in the quarterfinals, LCK No. 1
seed GEN in the last four, and T1, the greatest team in LOL’s history, in the
final. DRX has had a hard journey along the way but continues to make
miracles.
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INTERVIEW WITH
INTERNATIONAL ALUMNI
During the semester, Jesus Bautista, our
Spanish Language Partner, had the
opportunity to meet and interview
Alfonso. Alfonso is currently an
international alumni from Bentley. In the
interview, they discussed Alfonso's
experiences as after graduating from
Bentley.

Tell me a little about yourself, where’d you study, what’d you major in, where are you from and what
do you do now?
Alfonso: I was born and raised in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. I went to MCSchool all
throughout high school before moving to Boston for college at Bentley. I majored in Eco-Fi. I liked
Bentley because I wanted a university that was relatively close to home. I really liked Boston, it’s still my
favorite city up to this day. Boston felt like a college town, you could feel the positive energy and build a
good network of people who are similar to you, a network that I still use to this day. You’re creating a
group of friends who are determined that’ll last you a lifetime. I also wanted a campus, and something
that was only business with smaller classes than the usual university. After my first job, I also returned to
Bentley to do my Masters in Business Analytics. Currently, I work in Goldman Sachs as a Portfolio
Management Analyst.
How was your study abroad experience at Bentley?
Alfonso: Go full-on study abroad, I totally recommend it. These are the best years of your life. Think
about it, it’s six-months, traveling, getting to know people, while still getting credits. I went to Barcelona
with my friends, and it was one of the best experiences I’ve had. We went to Italy, Amsterdam, France,
etc. If you can do it, do it, because you’ll never get an opportunity like that ever again.
Were there any cultural shocks that happened during your time at Bentley and how’d you overcome
them?
Alfonso: Honestly, not really. The only thing I wasn’t prepared for was the cold. I didn’t have any cultural
shocks because I was open to experiencing a difference in culture, so I didn’t really feel a shock. I just
simply adapted. I loved experiencing so many cultures at once, especially from other international
students and those within Latin-America.
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What was your biggest struggle while in university?
Alfonso: Being an international student and getting internships was definitely my biggest
struggle, especially given how hard it can be for American companies to sponsor international
students. When I graduated, I could barely find a job. I was forced to move to Georgia, during
COVID, where I didn’t really know anyone. This also happened while my OPT was running out.
Luckily, I was able to get my Masters back at Bentley, which granted me an extension on my OPT.
Would you say Bentley helped you in your current career? How so?
Alfonso: Yes, Bentley helped me develop my financial knowledge, it taught me the skills I use
today, learning languages such as Python, learning about business analytics, etc. As I mentioned
above, it also allowed me to grow my network substantially. It served as a good foundation and
stepping stone for my career nowadays.
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RECIPE:
VENEZUELAN
CACHAPAS
PROCEDURE

INGREDIENTS
2 Cups of Fresh Corn
4 Tbsp of PAN Corn Flour
Mix
1/2 Cup of Milk
1 Tbsp of Salt
1 Tbsp of Sugar
2 Tbsp of Butter
8 oz of “Queso Telita” or
“Queso de Mano” (Cheese
Types)

EQUIPMENT

1. Wash your hands
2. Grab blender and add fresh corn, milk, PAN corn flour mix, salt and sugar
3. Blend until a thick paste is formed
4. Let this stand for 10 minutes so that the mixture fully thickens
5. Preheat frying pan over medium heat
6. When the pan is hot add butter and grease it
7. Pour 1/3 of the cachapa batter from blender into pan
8. Make it into the shape of a circle
9. Cook for 5 minutes and flip the cachapa with a spatula
10. Repeat step above for the other side of the cachapa
11. Wait until the cachapa is a golden brown color and take it out of the pan
12. In a plate place sliced “queso telita” or “queso de mano” on one half of the
cachapa
13. Wait for the cheese to start melting
14. Fold the other half of the cachapa over the cheese
15. Spread some butter on top of the already folded cachapa

5 ½ Inch Frying Pan
Mixing Bowl
Blender
Spatula
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HOW DIFFERENT
COUNTRIES
RECOVERED FROM
COVID
On September 28, 2022, we had the first in-person Career Fair since COVID-19
hit the world, a very different and fresh experience for most Bentley students.
Some senior students even reported this career fair as the first in-person one
they had ever attended. Over 125 companies gathered at Arena center to meet
Bentley students for the following hiring seasons. Many people had mixed
feelings about this event.
Many students felt unprepared and overwhelmed by networking with over 100
employers. Again, as the in-person career fair for many Bentley students, a
coming concern is not knowing what to expect from the event. However, one of
our interviewees claimed that observing people he knew and learning from their
interactions with employers helped calm him down and inspired his next steps.
One benefit of an in-person career fair is that students can meet more recruiters
and have one-to-one conversations. One student emphasized how listening to
fellow students’ conversation with recruiters raise a sense of competition. The
intense atmosphere made the whole event more stressful but, at the same time,
cheered her up. Overall, students had many meaningful and enjoyable
conversations with companies they were interested in.
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However, we also received some negative feedback. The top complaint is not
enough space in the center. Unlink the appointment-based virtual career fair, the
in-person event requires students to connect with recruiters on the spot—lines
built up as the event proceeded. In a narrow corridor, lines made the whole place
very crowded. In addition, some students complained that the event did not
occur during the most convenient period. As a result, they had to skip classes,
jobs, and clubs to make them to the event and stay as long as possible. One
concern that stood out to us was that employers had little interest in reaching
out to students who delivered hard copies of their resumes or replying to
students’ emails for follow-ups. International students especially raised many
concerns about limited opportunities and lack of interest from employers in
communication, which raised plenty of frustration.
As the job market keeps oscillating, uncertain employment after graduation adds
considerable stress to Bentley students. As the first in-person Career Fair after
COVID, students put a lot of effort into making the event the best for them.
Although frustration towards communication is commonly shared between
international and domestic students, the Fair was successful since most feedback
was positive.
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STUDENT WORK: POEM
In Italian Migration, Professoressa Dalsant asked her students to
create a poem about themselves and their identities. Below is
Ramiro Garcia's poem titled, "Entre Favas y el Caribe":
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EVENT THROWBACK:
CULTURAL BANQUET
On November 10th the International Student Association collaborated alongside
CLIC to host a Cultural Banquet at the Student Center. Students and staff members
that came to this event were greeted by both ISA and CLIC members and were
displayed with a wide array of different foods from many different countries around
the world. This buffet-style table included foods and desserts such as: Sushi (Japan),
Spanakopita (Greece), Beef and Chicken Empanadas (South American), Cannoli (Italy),
Brigadeiros (Brazil) and many more options. As students and staff members picked
their food they listened to traditional music from South American, European, and
Asian countries from speakers that were used during the event. After having picked
their food, people sat down together to get to know each other and learn from their
distinct backgrounds and cultures. Everyone socialized, laughed, and overall had a
great time during this event.
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STUDENT WORK: POEM

In Italian Migration, Professoressa Dalsant asked her students to
create a poem about themselves and their identities. Below is
Silvana Davi's poem:
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INTERVIEW WITH
INTERNATIONAL PROFESSOR
During the semester, Antonio Gonzalez
D'Orazio, our Spanish & French Language
Partner, had the opportunity to meet and
interview Professor Koparan. Professor
Koparan is currently an international
professor from Turkey at Bentley. In the
interview, they discussed Professor's
Koparan's experiences in the United States
and compared various aspects of the
Turkish and US education systems.
Good afternoon, Professor Koparan, can you please tell us a little about yourself and your
background?
Professor Koparan: Good afternoon Antonio, I am originally from Turkey. I did my undergrad in
Turkey and then with a government’s scholarship I came to the United States in 2008. I then got
my Master’s degree here in Boston at Tufts University. After completing my Master’s I went back
to Turkey but I really wanted to come back to the United States because I fell in love with the
culture and work lifestyle here therefore, I began applying for PHD programs because I was
always the most hard working student in class. I wanted to use my skills and capabilities to live
the life I wanted to live, and after 4 years of being I Turkey I came back to do my PHD in Ohio at
Kent State University. In my last year at Kent State University I got an offer from Oklahoma State
University as a visiting professor and I went there. In addition, I also worked for the Turkish
government for 12 years in the International Trade ministry. I moved from Oklahoma and began
working at Bentley 3 years ago in the middle of COVID-19.
What made you interested to become a professor here at Bentley?
Professor Koparan: I really liked that Bentley is in the Boston area, a place that I really love. As
soon as I came to Bentley I felt its friendly and collegial environment and it really attracted me.
The students are also very respectful and eager to learn; it is like a dream because this is the
perfect environment for me to teach and learn from others. In Turkey it was very different
because professors needed to follow specific guidelines when it came to educating students.
Professors that did things differently were not very valued, and this is something that Bentley
does not do. In Bentley I feel more freedom to try new things when it comes to teaching and
expressing myself in the classroom.
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What would you say are the main differences between the Turkish and the US education
systems?
Professor Koparan: I think the biggest difference is that different ideas are more valued in the
US education system. In comparison to Turkey, I feel that students in the United States have
more motivation to express their ideas viewpoints, and perspectives. In Turkey students typically
are more afraid and hesitant to participate because they know they could be judged by their
professor and peers. This creates a “one-way” teaching environment in which students just take
notes of what their professor says and memorize main points; instead of actually learning
students just memorize.
What has been your favorite memory/memories from teaching at Bentley?
Professor Koparan: I love teaching at Bentley because it helps me improve my thinking and
myself. The other day I went out with my daughter to Zara, and she told me that she did not want
that because she had read that Zara was having problems in the way they were treating their
employees. Since I am a professor that educates students on global management strategy, these
conversations connect with my teachings, and it helps me stimulate my mind and connect these
topics with what I talk about with my students in class.
How would you describe your teaching style?
Professor Koparan: My teaching style can be summarized in one word: participative! I try to
motivate and incentivize my students to participate in class as much as possible. I want my
students to feel psychologically safe in my classroom and make them understand that their ideas
can be heard, and no one will judge them on them. I like it when my students share their opinions
on different topics because the class can learn from different perspectives of students with
distinct backgrounds.
What are your plans for the Christmas break?
Professor Koparan: During Christmas our Turkish friends from Ohio will come over to out house
to spend the holidays with us. We will spend a whole week together, laugh and share stories.
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Our Staff:
Prof. Alessia Dalsant - Director
Madison Bell - French LP
Jesus Bautista - Spanish LP
Antonio Gonzalez D'Orazio - Spanish & French LP
Hideki Miranda - Spanish LP
Claudio Roda Bagnoli - Spanish & Italian LP
Sofia Silberwasser - Spanish & Italian LP
Mariana Varela Domenech - Spanish & Italian LP
Yilun Wu - Chinese LP
Veronica Zamora - Spanish & French LP
Kevin Zhou - Chinese LP

OUR OFFICE
AAC 162
PHONE NUMBER
781.891.2019
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Thank You
for Reading!

This Newsletter has been crafted, curated,
created, and edited, by our three Newslettter
chairs and Language Partners: Kevin Zhou,
Jesus Bautista, and Antonio Gonzalez D'Orazio.

EMAIL CLICCENTER@BENTLEY.EDU TO BE
FEATURED IN NEXT SEMESTER'S NEWSLETTER

